If (d) is the condition obtained by restricting the domains S in (c) to be overrings of R, then (a) «* (d) has been proved in case R is Krull or integrally closed finite-conductor (e.g., pseudo-Bezout) or Noetherian.
Theorem 2. Let R C T be domains such that either Spec(R) or Spec(r), as a poset under inclusion, is a tree. If R C R [u, v] satisfies GD for each u and v in T, then R C T satisfies GD.
1. Introduction. Throughout this note, let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. Our main purpose is to prove Any unexplained terminology is standard, as in [6] and [8] .
2. Proofs. We start with a result which serves both to motivate Theorem 2 and to dispatch the difficult implication in Theorem 1. First, recall from [5] that a commutative ring A is said to be treed in case Spec(/1), as a poset under inclusion, is a tree, i.e. in case no maximal ideal of A contains incomparable primes.
Proposition.
Let T be a quasilocal treed integral domain containing R. If R C R[u] satisfies GD for each u in T, then RET satisfies GD.
Proof. Deny the result. By [8, Exercise 37 (i) => (ii), p. 44], there exist P in Spec(A) and N in Spec(7^) such that N is minimal amongst primes of T containing PT and An A ^ P. As T is quasilocal treed, A' is the radical of PT. Thus, choosing r in (N n A)\A leads to an equation rm = 2 />, w, for some Pi in P, wt in T, and m > 1. Now, the primes of T are linearly ordered by inclusion and, by a result of Prekowitz [9, p. 29], we may relabel the />■ so that, for each i, px divides a power of Pi (with quotient in T). Raising the above equation to a suitably high power, say the rth, gives an element w in T such that rml = px w.
An However, since V is quasilocal treed, the above Proposition shows that REV satisfies GD and, as GD is transitive, R E W also satisfies GD. We thus obtain a prime Q of W contracting to P, so that Q C\ Ti% contained in N and also contracts to P. Thus, (a) => (c), and the proof is complete. The next result generalizes [5, Proposition 4.1 (iii)].
Corollary. Let V be a valuation domain of the form F + M, where F is a field and M is the maximal ideal of V. Let T be a subring of F. Then T is GD if and only if T + M is GD.
Proof. It will be convenient to use criterion (d) of the introduction in testing for going-down rings. By [1, Theorem 3.1], the overrings of T + M are of two types: rings S + M arising from 7-subalgebras S of F, and overrings of V. Since V is GD, the now-familiar transitivity argument shows that T + M is GD if and only HT+MES + M satisfies GD for each T-subalgebra S of worth noting that (a#) ^ (d6). Indeed, as shown in [13] , it follows easily from [14, Corollaire 2, p. 42] that any Priifer R satisfies (a#), while compactness of Spec (R) [2, Proposition 12, p. 128] shows that any R satisfying (de) must be quasisemilocal. Proofs of the equivalences (b#) <=> (c#) <=> (d#) and a characterization of rings satisfying (de) will appear in [13] .
